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COCINANDO
BY TONY SABOURNIN

COCINANDO HEREBY AWARDSTO MUSICAL PRODUCTIONS INC. AND
SONOTONE RECORDS the 1990 Keko Jones Award as Most Improved Record

Companies. Before you dismiss this as another silly column header, take into

consideration Sonotone's sales accomplishments: Rudy La Scala's three novela

hits, pushing his Cuando Yo Amo to sales said to be in excess of 150,000. The

success with the Bronco deal, best exemplified by Viva Rosario, Willie's best

selling album in years. Buen vendedor Wilfrido Vargas with his compilation and

most recent release, Siempre Wilfrido. Menudo, after a drastic sales drop in

native Puerto Rico, is finally gaining sales momentum in spite of the well-

publicized problems of two former members.

Now view the about-to-hatch eggs:

1.) La Banda Blanca's "Sopa de Caxacol," whose bouncy beat threatens to

become the newest dance fad. 2.) Discos Fuentes' distribution deal, an ever-

widening profit base for the always-growing Colombian and Central American

audiences. 3.) The soon-to-be announced distribution deal with a Mexican

label, Sonotone's potential entree to the high-volume Mexican market, now
pervasive coast to coast, and easily accessible through Sonografica's alliance

with Radio Caracas, and U.S. T.V. webs, Telemundo and Univision.

Although I've never been to M.P.I.'s Miami office, I imagine it to be sort of a

Ninja dojo: high in both energy and efficiency and lethal in results, as evinced

by the cabeza de playa marketing work effected in Puerto Rico and New York,

the toughest areas to develop—the first for its insane competition, and the other

for the surprising lack of promotional outlets. I mean, who else took a chance

on Nino Segarra, the dearly-beloved and multi-talented Mayaguezan Fender,

and make a six-digit sales figure off Con La Musica por Dentro.

Then add such releases as Willie Gonzalez's Para Ustedes Mi Pdblico, Millie,

Jocelyn y Los Vednos' 7 + 1 = Vecinos and Tito Rojas' Sensual which, like almost

all MPI releases, hover consistently in the 50,000-unit barrio, and we have all

the makings of a very profitable structure that rose from zero in less than two

years.

The bonding factors here seem to be Tony Moreno and the loyalty he inspires

from artists, distributors and staff, and his insatiable A&R appetite since

absolutely nobody scouts Puerto Rico and Dominicana harder. Without any
additional media assistance, and simply based on Moreno's strong tropical

credentials, I look for MPI to enhance its market share in this market before

branching out in future years to other areas. At the rate Musical Productions is

growing, it'll happen before anyone of us expects it.

Other than the Most Improved Labels title, M.P.I. and Sonotone have another

interesting commonality: their respective leaders, Tony Moreno and Oscar

Llord—TH veterans when the former gave the latter his first opportunity in

the business. In fact, Moreno's exit from Sonotone made Llord's arrival pos-

sible.

I SEETHE EVERY TIME I READ THE TRADE REPORTS on the purported
deficiencies of the BMG International/Ariola/Globo combo (a combo since

they all share a sales source). True, it's no longer the distribution octopus that

seriously threatened CBS' market predominance during the mid-80's. And
obberfuehrer Ramon Segura still makes shortsighted decisions for this market
from his corporate throne in Spain.

Yet, no one had more successful TV campaigns in 1989 than Globo (even with
its symbiotic relationship with Telemundo), except possibly for BMG's Raul Di

Blasio's El Piano de America (and newcomer Eros Ramozzotti has the most
poignant lyrics I've heard in a long time). The label will likely limit its invol-

vement in Rock en Espanol—finally convinced of its limited market potential

—

except for specific projects, like Mecano, the group with the most crossover

potential, and rising stars Los Caifanes.

With the sales support provided by the annual releases by Jose Jos4 and Isabel

Pantoja, plus the recently marketed live Juan Gabriel album and the anxiously

awaited new Valeria Lynch production, I wouldn't be surprised if 1991 is BMG
International/ Ariola/Globo's most profitable year ever.

KUBANEY AND COMBO ARE CASE STUDIES ONTO THEMSELVES. In a

recent profile on Kubaney we promised an update on its burgeoning position
in the Spanish-language publishing business, an area whose importance grows
daily by leaps and bounds. In addition to having developed its own Quisqueya
(Carimusic) and Kubaney publishers, the Mateo San Martin Agency, Inc.

represents the mechanical royalty interests of the Sociedad de Autores y
Compositores Mexicanos (SACM), and entities like Dutchy Publishing (Hol-
land), Sono-Inter (Colombia) and Maxbox (Spain).

"My pride is to know that, finally, our writers and publishers are justly, fairly
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1 BACHATA ROSA (Karen Records) J.L. GUERRA Y GRUPO 4-40

2 SALSA CALIENTE DEL JAPON (RMM/Sony) ORQ. DE LA LUZ

3 SIEMPRE WILFRIDO (Sonoione) WILFRIDO VARGAS

4 LOS EXITOS DE (Sony Discos) GLORIA ESTEFAN

5 CON LA MUSICA POR DENTRO (MPI) NINO SEGARRA

6 CUANDO YO AMO (Sonoione) RUDYLASCALA

7 BANDIDO (Sony Discos) AZUCAR MORENO

8 DOS (CapitoVEMi Latin) MIRIAM HERNANDEZ

9 PUNTODE VISTA (Sony Discos) GILBERTO SANTARROSA

10 EL PIANO DE AMERICA (BMG inti.) RAUL DI BLASIO

11 VIVA ROSARIO (Bronco/Sonotone) WILLIE ROSARIO

12 RENACIMIENTO (TH^odven) DAVID PABON

13 VEINTEANOS (WEA Latina) LUIS MIGUEL

14 EN VIVO (Sony Discos) ANA GABRIEL

15 NlNA (Capitol/EMI-Latin) JOSE FELICIANO

16 LA PISCINA (Sonotone) CONJUNTO QUISQUEYA

17 COMO TUQUIERAS (RMM/Sony Discos) RAYDELAPAZ

18 QUIEN COMO TU (CEL) PALOMA SAN BASILIO

19 LOS 20 EXITOS (Sonotone) LOSTERRICOLAS

20 Y MAS (Rime Records) TONO ROSARIO

Source: Gato Associates Research

and respectfully represented," stated San Martin, citing as example MSMA's
legal struggle on behalf of Isidore York—creator of the smash hit "St. Martin's

Rhumba"—where both writer and title were tied to an unfair publishing con-

tract with a native entity, a position subsequently supported by a St. Martin

court.

In spite of the overhaul described by label president Tony San Martin in a

previous column, and the highly awaited release of the label's most successful

current act La Coco Band, the senior San Martin plans to continue his search for

those Spanish-language songs owned by publishers which, according to Mateo,

have been "benefitting financially from their unauthorized use."

Further and final proof is Kubaney's quiet release of former top act Femadito

Villalona—still a solid seller, but with a long history of personal problems and

confrontations with the San Martins—to a consortium called Amigos Records,

of which Villalona is rumored to be a partner, for a transfer fee of approximately

$50,000.

Although Combo's publishing business is not nearly as active as San Martin's,

its forte remains music production and overwhelming promotion, judging from

what's getting played on radio stations in the New York area: Bonny Cepeda,

La Banda Loca, Monchy Santana, even El Gran Combo, a band that, despite all

the new artists sprouting daily and forecasts about its soon-to-happen demise,

continues to receive more airplay than most other competing bands while

holding its own on sales.

Now that the marketing pendulum has swung back toward optimum sales of

tropical sounds in Puerto Rico and New York, don't be surprised if Combo's

Ralph Cartagena—like Mateo San Martin, one of the wisest minds in the

business—entrenches even deeper into this field, developing new acts.


